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Abstract In this paper, a quick solution for measuring the vol-
umetric errors of a precision machine is presented. It requires
a laser tracker system and a plate including three caves on it. The
laser tracker system can detect the coordinate of a sensor ball
anywhere in the working space. The plate is fixed on the machine
spindle. After installation, the spindle is moved toward the diag-
onal of the working space. The real movements are along the x,
y, and z-axis directions, respectively; it will back to the diagonal
line for one complete cycle motion. In each step movement, the
spindle is stopped and the laser tracker detects the coordinates
of the three caves by putting the target sensor ball into caves se-
quentially. By means of the coordinates, the volumetric errors at
that position can be derived. The overall volumetric errors can be
measured quickly by just one setup and many step movements
with laser tracker detections.
Keywords Diagonal measurement · Imagined pyramid · Laser
tracker · Step movement · Target sensor ball · Volumetric errors
1 Introduction
Many precision machines, for example, computer numerical con-
trolled (CNC) boring/milling machines, coordinating measure-
ment machines (CMM) may induce some errors after running.
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There are three types of errors. Yao [1] summarized as follows.
The first one is the structural error and it is due to the limi-
tation of the rigidity of machine structure. When the machine
is working, the effect of cutting forces or vibration of the ma-
chine will lead to this error. This should be improved by a good
machine design. The second one is the dynamic error. When
the machine is running, the inertial effect results in the back-
lash between the drivers to induce this error. The error should
be improved by adjusting the controller or the drivers and by
a good cutting condition. The last one is the static error. This
kind of error occupies about 70% of the errors of machines, in-
cluding geometry errors and thermal errors. The errors change
slowly, and the values are almost constant. The geometry errors
are due to the manufacture and assembly of machines, such as
the straightness of axes, the surface roughness and the assembly
tolerance, etc. These errors can be improved by a measurement
and compensation system of optic instruments. The thermal er-
rors are due to the effect of heat from the machine itself or the
environment. The heat, such as the thermal change of the envi-
ronment and the heat of cutting or friction, let the machine have
a thermal deflection.
Based on the above analyses, one has good reason to focus on
the geometry errors and then amend them. The linear displace-
ment errors, horizontal and vertical straightness errors, angular
errors, and the squareness errors determine the accuracy and per-
formance of the machines. For a rigid body motion of each axis,
there are six errors, namely, one linear displacement error, δi(i);
two straightness errors δj(i); and three angular errors of pitch
εj(i), yaw εk(i) and roll εi(i) errors. Thus, for a three-axis ma-
chine, there are 18 errors plus 3 of squareness errors, εij , so it
results to a total of 21 errors. There are many methods [1–15]
that have been presented to measure these errors. Wang [10] said
that a nonrigid body motion has 45 errors, including the 21 rigid
errors and the first-order items. There are eight errors of the first-
order terms for each axis; there are two position errors, δ( j)i (i) j;
four straightness errors, δ( j)j (i) j and δ(k)j (i) k; and two angular er-
rors, ε
( j)
j (i) j . A quick and convenient method to measure the 21
errors is proposed in this paper.
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The body diagonal measurement has been recommended for
a quick check of the volumetric accuracy in the ASME B5.54
standard, sect. 5.9.2 [16], “The volumetric accuracy may be
rapidly estimated by measuring the displacement accuracy of
the machine along body diagonals.” This is because the body
diagonal measurement is sensitive to all the errors such as the
displacement errors, straightness errors, squareness errors and
the angular errors. Hence, it is a good check of volumetric accu-
racy. Wang [10] used a laser beam to measure the four diagonals
of working space, respectively, and then combined the measured
data together to get the compensation errors directly, not the 21
errors. Also, the four set data are not so easy to match exactly to-
gether because they were gotten with different setups and time.
Nevertheless, the method presented here is a way of quick setup,
so the 21 rigid body motion errors in the working space can be
obtained very quickly.
2 Basic formulas
If the lengths l1, l2 and l3 and the points P1(x1, y1, z1),
P2(x2, y2, z2), P3(x3, y3, z3) are known, as shown in Fig. 1, then
the coordinate of the intersection point P(x, y, z) can be calcu-
lated by Eqs. 1–3. The sphere governing equations are as folows:
(x − x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2 = l21 (1)
(x − x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2 = l22 (2)
(x − x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2 = l23 (3)
The formulas above are used for finding the imagined pyramid
after rigid body motion.



















where −→u is the unit normal vector of the plane through vectors−→V1 and −→V2 as shown in Fig. 2.
The formula is used for calculating the angular errors of each
step movement.
Fig. 1. Intersection point P(x, y, z)
Fig. 2. Cross angle α
3 Methodology
The methodology developed here requires a plate and a laser
tracker system. Figure 3 shows the plate including three caves
fixed on the machine spindle near the gravity center of the plate.
On the other site, there is a laser tracker system that is used
for detecting the coordinates of the sensor balls on the caves.
Figures 4 and 5 show the laser tracker system. Only one target
sensor ball is needed. When the target sensor ball is moved from
one cave to the other, the laser tracker will focus on the sensor
and rotate with it to the next cave and then detect the ball co-
ordinate. P1, P2, P3 are the center points of the balls and their
coordinates are detected, that is, for each step movement, the ball
will be moved from cave to cave and then be detected to get P1,
P2, P3 on the caves. The laser tracker in Fig. 4 is used to locate
the tooling holes on the assembly support in the aircraft industry.
Fig. 3. Aplate includes three caves and target sensor balls
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Fig. 4. Laser tracker LTD500
The precision is required strictly. It’s up to three decimals in mil-
limeter units, as shown in Fig. 6. And the working space is bigger
than the CNC machine travels. Using the laser tracker to get the
cave coordinates is precise and easy herein.
The plate will move with the spindle step by step along x,
y, and z-axes, respectively. The initial coordinates of P1, P2 and
P3 are detected before step movement, and the imagined pyramid
P2PaPbPc is created initially by the following characteristics:
• P2(x2, y2, z2) is the vertex.
• Line P2Pa is parallel to the x axis.
• Line P2Pb is parallel to the y axis.
• Line P2Pc is parallel to the z axis.
• P2Pa = P2Pb = P2Pc = l, which is set to 1.00 herein.
By the above characteristics, the coordinates of the Pa(xa, ya, za),
Pb(xb, yb, zb), Pc(xc, yc, zc) can be obtained as follows:
xa = x2 + l; ya = y2; za = z2 (5)
xb = x2; yb = y2 + l; zb = z2 (6)
xc = x2; yb = y2; zc = z2 − l (7)
After step movement, the coordinates of the ball, say, P′1(x′1, y′1,
z′1), P′2(x′2, y′2, z′2), P′3(x′3, y′3, z′3) are detected. Because the pyra-
mid is imagined to be fixed on the plate, it will move and rotate
Fig. 5. The computer system
with the plate rigidly. If volumetric errors exist after step move-
ment, then the final imagined pyramid P′2P′aP′bP′c will have a
deviation from the final nominal position P2PaPbPc. By means
of the deviation, the angular errors can be obtained at that loca-
Fig. 6. The working menu on PC
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Fig. 7. The real and nominal final positions
tion. Figure 7 shows this. Also, the linear errors can be gotten by
means of the center of gravity deviation of the plate.
The nominal center of gravity Pw(xw, yw, zw) and the real
center of gravity P′w(x′w, y′w, z′w) can be found by the nominal
points P1(x1, y1, z1), P2(x2, y2, z2), P3(x3, y3, z3) and the real
tracked points P′1(x′1, y′1, z′1), P′2(x′2, y′2, z′2), P′3(x′3, y′3, z′3). They
are
Pw = (P1 +P2 +P3)/3 (8)
P′w = (P′1 +P′2 +P′3)/3 (9)
The linear errors can be calculated as follows:
δx(i) = x′w − xw, δy(i) = y′w − ywδz(i) = z′w − zw , (10)
where i is corresponds to the movement direction, i.e., i = x, y,
or z.
The following paragraph will develop the angular errors,
εj(i), where i is the movement direction and j is the error di-
rection. The distances between points P1, P2, P3, Pa, Pb, Pc are
the same as the distances between points P′1, P′2, P′3, P′a, P′b, P′c
for rigid body motion reasons. Because the real final points P′1,
P′2, P′3 were already tracked, the imagined pyramid P′2P′aP′bP′c
can be obtained by basic formulas, i.e., Eqs. 1, 2 and 3. Be-
cause P′aP′1 = PaP1, P′aP′2 = PaP2 and P′aP′3 = PaP3, P′a can be
obtained from points P′1, P′2, P′3 with segments P
′
aP′1, P′aP′2, P′aP′3
by using Eqs. 1, 2 and 3. Similarly, P′b and P′c can be calculated.
To find εx(i), just project points P′2, P′b onto plane PbP2Pc and
calculate the angle between −−→P2Pb and −−→P′2P′b on plane PbP2Pc. Let
the projection vectors of −−→P2Pb and −−→P′2P′b be −→V1 and −→V2 and let−→u = [1, 0, 0], then substitute them into Eq. 4 to find α, i.e., εx(i)
at that position. In the same way, to find εy(i) and εz(i), just
project points P′2, P′a onto plane PaP2Pc and plane PaP2Pb, re-
spectively, and let the projection vectors of −−→P2Pa and −−→P′2P′a be −→V1
and −→V2, −→u = [0, 1, 0] and −→u = [0, 0, 1], respectively. Then the
angular errors εy(i) and εz(i) can be easily obtained by Eq. 4.
4 Measurement
One complete cycle motion consists of three step movements;
first, the plate is moved by step distance ∆X in the x direction,
then is moved by ∆Y in the y direction, finally ∆Z in the z di-
rection. The plate is then moved back to the diagonal line of the
working space. In each step, the coordinates of points P1, P2,
P3 are detected by laser tracker and then the 18 volumetric er-
rors are derived at that position. After all the cycles of stepping,
the overall volumetric errors are obtained. The procedures are
summarized as follows.
First, the plate is fixed on the machine spindle near the cen-
ter of gravity Pw of triangle P1P2P3, which is shown in Fig. 3.
Let Lx , Ly, Lz be the machine travels and N be the number
of cycles and also be the number of the steps in the x, y, z di-
rections, respectively. The step distances will be ∆X = Lx/N,
∆Y = Ly/N, ∆Z = Lz/N. Figure 8 shows this. The initial coor-
dinates of points P1, P2, P3 are detected first.
4.1.1 The first step ∆X in the first cycle (∆X → Y → Z)
Now the spindle is moved by a step distance ∆X in the x Direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 9, and then the coordinates of points P′1, P′2,
P′3 are detected and the corresponding imagined pyramid of this
step can hence be obtained. The linear errors are obtained from
Eq. 10 and are shown below.
δx(x, 1) = x′w − xw, δy(x, 1) = y′w − yw, δz(x, 1) = z′w − zw ,
(11)
Fig. 8. Body diagonal measurement
Fig. 9. Rigid body motion
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where 1 in parenthesis indicates that the corresponding values
were gotten in cycle 1.
The angular errors εx(x, 1), εy(x, 1) and εz(x, 1) can be ob-
tained by Eq. 4, which was stated in the above Methodology
section. The errors of δx(x), δy(x), δz(x), and εx(x), εy(x), εz(x)
at x = ∆X plane are obtained.
4.1.2 The second step ∆Y in the first cycle (∆X → ∆Y → ∆Z)
Next, the plate is moved by a step distance ∆Y in the y direc-
tion. The real final position of the plate after the above ∆X step
movement becomes the initial position of this step movement.
So the nominal position is known and the linear and angular er-
rors can be found in a similar way after the coordinates of points
P′1, P′2, P′3 are detected. They are δx(y, 1), δy(y, 1), δz(y, 1),
εx(y, 1), εy(y, 1) and εz(y, 1). The errors of δx(y), δy(y), δz(y)
and εx(y), εy(y), εz(y) at y = ∆Y plane section are now ob-
tained.
4.1.3 The third step ∆Z in the first cycle (∆X → ∆Y → ∆Z)
The plate is moved by a step distance ∆Z in the z direction.
The real final position of the plate after the above ∆Y step
movement becomes the initial position of this step movement.
So the nominal position is known and the linear and angu-
lar errors can be found after the coordinates of points P′1, P′2,
P′3 are detected. They are δx(z, 1), δy(z, 1), δz(z, 1), εx(z, 1),
εy(z, 1) and εz(z, 1). Thus, the errors of δx(z), δy(z), δz(z), and
εx(z), εy(z), εz(z) at z = ∆Z plane section are obtained. After
this step movement, the plate will move back to the diagonal line
of the working space.
4.2.1 The first step ∆X in the second cycle
(∆X → ∆Y → ∆Z → ∆X)
The second cycle keeps going to get the corresponding errors at
the plane section x = 2∆X, y = 2∆Y, z = 2∆Z. The last location
of the plate after the first cycle becomes the initial position now.
After the X movement of the second cycle motion, the dis-
placement of the center of gravity Pw and the rotation of the
imagined pyramid will be found. By adding the displacement
components to the linear errors δx(x), δy(x), δz(x) at x = ∆X,
the linear errors at x = 2∆X are then obtained as
δx(x, 2) = δx(x, 1)+ x′w − xw
δy(x, 2) = δy(x, 1)+ y′w − yw
δz(x, 2) = δz(x, 1)+ z′w − zw (12)
where the number 2 in parentheses indicates that the correspond-
ing values are obtained in cycle 2.
Similarly, by adding the rotation components to the angle er-
rors εx(x), εy(x) and εz(x) at x = ∆X, one will have the angle
errors at x = 2∆X. Thus, the errors of δx(x), δy(x), δz(x) and
εx(x), εy(x), εz(x) at x = 2∆X plane section are obtained.
4.2.2 The consequent steps
(∆X → ∆Y → ∆Z → ∆X → ∆Y → . . . . . .)
After finishing the first step in the second cycle motion, it keeps
going through the remaining steps in the following cycles to find
the errors at those sections. Then the overall volumetric errors in
the working space are measured. The 18 obtained errors include
three displacement errors, δx(x), δy(y), δz(z); six straightness
errors, δy(x), δz(x), δx(y), δz(y), δx(z), δy(z); and nine angle er-
rors, εx(x), εy(x), εz(x), εx(y), εy(y), εz(y), εx(z), εy(z), εz(z)
in the working space. The other paper will describe how to find
the squareness errors εxy, εxz and εyz by means of the measured
results.
Once having the 21 errors, namely the linear errors, δj(i), of
the displacement in the j axis direction due to the motion in the
i-axis direction; the angle errors, εj(i), of the angle change in
the j-axis direction due to the motion in the i-axis direction and
the squareness errors, εxy, εyz, εxz , the total axis compensation
errors Ex , Ey, Ez thus can be determined as follows:
Ex = δx(x)+ δx(y)+ δx(z)+ z[εy(x)+ εy(y)+ εy(z)]
− y[εz(x)+ εz(y)+ εz(z)]− k1 yεxy + k2zεxz (13)
Ey = δy(x)+ δy(y)+ δy(z)+ x[εz(x)+ εz(y)+ εz(z)]
− z[εx(x)+ εx(y)+ εx(z)]+ k3xεxy − k4zεyz (14)
Ez = δz(x)+ δz(y)+ δz(z)+ y[εx(x)+ εx(y)+ εx(z)]
− x[εy(x)+ εy(y)+ εy(z)]+ k5 yεyz − k6xεxz (15)
For any kind of machine, three of the values ki equal zero and
the other three are equal 1, e.g., k1 = 1, k2 = 1, k3 = 0, k4 = 0,
k5 = 1, k6 = 0 for some four-axes horizontal table-type machine.
Some of the other items in the above equations will disappear,
depending on the type of machine.
5 I/O data
The measurement was simulated in a CAD/CAM system named
CATIA. There is a set of errors prearranged in CATIA. And the
resulting errors analyzed by the method developed here are ex-
actly the same as the prearranged errors. The detailed analysis
procedure is described below.
Let the working space be 40"× 20"× 20" in the x, y and z
axes sequentially. Because the plate is fixed on the machine spin-
dle near the center of gravity Pw at an angle, Pw cannot match the
origin of the working coordinate. The movement space is con-
densed to 34"× 17"× 17" by assumption. Let initial Pwi be at
(0, 0, 3) and let the step movements be ∆X = 2", ∆Y = 1" and
∆Z = 1". So N = 17 is acquired. The initial position of the plate
is at (0, 0, 3) and the inclined angle is arbitrary. Then the ini-
tial points P1i(x1i , y1i, z1i), P2(x2i , y2i, z2i), P3i(x3i , y3i, z3i) are
analyzed from CATIA. This is the simulation of a laser tracker to
track the initial points. Analysis in CATIA is equivalent to track-
ing with a laser tracker system. After that, the plate is stepped
by ∆X, ∆Y and ∆Z sequentially. For each step movement, the
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Fig. 10. Linear displacement errors δx(x)
points P′1, P′2 and P′3 are analyzed to get the tracked points se-
quentially. The file tracked_pt.txt recorded the 17 step movement
data as shown in Appendix 1.
The data in Appendix 1 are explained as follows: The 34, 17,
17 in the first row are the travels of working space in the x, y, and
z-axes, respectively. The 17 in the second row is the number of
cycle movements. The data from row 3 to row 5 are the initial
coordinates of points P1, P2 and P3. And the following rows are
Fig. 11. Linear straightness errors δz(y)
Fig. 12. Angular roll errors εx(x)
the 17 cycle-movement data, each having ten rows. For each ten
rows, the first one is the cycle number, and the nine rows follow-
ing are the coordinates of tracked points P1, P2 and P3 after step
movements in the x, y and z-axes, respectively.
By means of the methodology developed in this paper, the
file tracked_pt.txt was input to a program called formExyz.m,
which was developed in the software MATLAB6p5, to get the
volumetric errors. The linear errors were saved as output1.txt,
Fig. 13. Angular pitch errors εx (y)
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and the angular errors were output2.txt and output3.txt in radi-
ans and in degrees, respectively. The angular errors in degrees are
just for easy comparison only. The results coincide with the pre-
arranged errors in CATIA exactly. Figures 10 and 11 show the
linear errors. Figures 12 and 13 show the angular errors in radi-
ans. That means the errors calculated from the MATLAB6p5 are
the same as the prearranged errors in CATIA. Appendix 2 shows
the programs and Appendix 3 shows the results. This proves the
correctness of the methodology developed here.
6 Conclusions
A quick method for measuring the volumetric errors has been
presented. The laser tracker system method improves the previ-
ous methods for checking the accuracy of a precision machine
before it is running. There is just one setup and then the machine
is moved toward the space diagonal cycle by cycle and the er-
rors can be gotten quickly. The actual sequence of motion is to
move the machine parallel to the x-axis first, and then the y and
z-axes. After each cycle movement, it goes back to the diagonal
line of the working space. This idea is from the ASME B5.54
standard. Once the volumetric errors are known for a machine, it
is easy to derive the axis compensation for that machine. Some
items of Eqs. 13–15 will disappear for different machines. The
system can be applied to circle contouring easily and this will be
presented in the future.
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Notations
δi(i) displacement error in the i directional movement
δj(i) straightness error in the j direction due to the axis move-
ment in the i direction
εj(i) angle error in the j direction due to the axis movement in
the i direction
εij squareness error between the axes i and j
Pi nominal position after movement, i = 1, 2 or 3
P′i real final position after movement, i = 1, 2 or 3
N number of cycles
Ei axis compensation error, i = x, y or z
α cross angle of vectors −→V1,−→V2
−→V1,−→V2 cross vectors of angle α
xi , yi and zi coordinates of point Pi , i = 1, 2, or 3
x′i , y′i and z′i coordinates of point P′i , i = 1, 2 or 3
Pw, P′w the centers of gravity of triangles P1P2P3,
P′1P′2P′3
Lx , Ly and Lz machine travels in the x, y and z directions
∆X, ∆Y and ∆Z step movements in the x, y and z directions
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[travelxyz,nr]=fscanf(fp,’%f %f %f\n’,[3]); % machine travels in x, y and z direction
[nstep,nr]=fscanf(fp,’%f\n’,[1]); % total no. of step in x, y and z direction, respectively
dltx=travelxyz(1)/nstep; dlty=travelxyz(2)/nstep; dltz=travelxyz(3)/nstep;
%————————————————————————–
[pt_ini,nr]=fscanf(fp,’%f %f %f\n’,[3,3]); % initial tracked points
pti=pt_ini’; % pti(i,j): j=1,2,3 ∼ x,y,z components of point i=1,2,3.
trang_l=1;
pai(1)=pti(2,1)+trang_l; pai(2)=pti(2,2); pai(3)=pti(2,3); % initial pyramid point from point 2 in x direction : pai(k)
pbi(1)=pti(2,1); pbi(2)=pti(2,2)+trang_l; pbi(3)=pti(2,3); % in y: pbi(k)
pci(1)=pti(2,1); pci(2)=pti(2,2); pci(3)=pti(2,3)-trang_l; % in z: pci(k), k=1,2,3 ∼ x,y,z components.
for k=1:3 ;
gravitypti(k)=(pti(1,k)+pti(2,k)+pti(3,k))/3; % initial gravity point
end
[fp_out1,msg]=fopen(’output1.txt’,’wt’);
fprintf(fp_out1,’ <<<<<< Delta >>>>>> \n’);
fprintf(fp_out1,’ δxx δyx δzx δxy δyy δzy δxz δyz δzz\n’);
fprintf(fp_out1,’========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ==========\n’);
[fp_out2,msg]=fopen(’output2.txt’,’wt’);
fprintf(fp_out2,’ <<<<<< Epsilon in radian >>>>>> \n’);
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fprintf(fp_out2,’ εxx εyx εzx εxy εyy εzy εxz εyz εzz\n’);
fprintf(fp_out2,’========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ==========\n’);
[fp_out3,msg]=fopen(’output3.txt’,’wt’);
fprintf(fp_out3,’ <<<<<< Epsilon in degree >>>>>> \n’);
fprintf(fp_out3,’ εxx εyx εzx εxy εyy εzy εxz εyz εzz\n’);
fprintf(fp_out3,’========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ========== ==========\n’);
for i=1:nstep;
[stepn,nn]=fscanf(fp,’%f\n’,[1]); % step no. in x, y and z direction, respectively
for j=1:3 % j=1 says dlta_x; j=2 says dlta_y; j=3 says dlta_z ∼ one cycle movement
format long ;
[pt_trk,nr]=fscanf(fp,’ %f %f %f\n’,[3,3]); % tracked points
pt=pt_trk’; % tracked points
for k=1:3 ;
gravitypt(k)=(pt(1,k)+pt(2,k)+pt(3,k))/3; % gravity point
end
% finding linear volumetric errors below
if j==1
if i>1
delta_x_x(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1)-dltx+delta_x_x(i-1); % delta x in x motion
delta_y_x(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2)+delta_y_x(i-1); % delta y in x motion
delta_z_x(i)=gravitypt(3)-gravitypti(3)+delta_z_x(i-1); % delta z in x motion
else
delta_x_x(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1)-dltx; % delta x in x motion
delta_y_x(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2); % delta y in x motion




delta_x_y(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1)+delta_x_y(i-1); % delta x in y motion
delta_y_y(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2)-dlty+delta_y_y(i-1); % delta y in y motion
delta_z_y(i)=gravitypt(3)-gravitypti(3)+delta_z_y(i-1); % delta z in y motion
else
delta_x_y(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1); % delta x in y motion
delta_y_y(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2)-dlty; % delta y in y motion




delta_x_z(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1)+delta_x_z(i-1); % delta x in z motion
delta_y_z(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2)+delta_y_z(i-1); % delta y in z motion
delta_z_z(i)=gravitypt(3)-gravitypti(3)-dltz+delta_z_z(i-1); % delta z in z motion
else
delta_x_z(i)=gravitypt(1)-gravitypti(1); % delta x in z motion
delta_y_z(i)=gravitypt(2)-gravitypti(2); % delta y in z motion
delta_z_z(i)=gravitypt(3)-gravitypti(3)-dltz; % delta z in z motion
end
end
% finding pa’ : pyramid point from point 2 in x direction after movement
x1=pt(1,1); y1=pt(1,2); z1=pt(1,3); r1=sqrt((pai(1)-pti(1,1))ˆ2+(pai(2)-pti(1,2))ˆ2+(pai(3)-pti(1,3))ˆ2);
x2=pt(2,1); y2=pt(2,2); z2=pt(2,3); r2=trang_l;
x3=pt(3,1); y3=pt(3,2); z3=pt(3,3); r3=sqrt((pai(1)-pti(3,1))ˆ2+(pai(2)-pti(3,2))ˆ2+(pai(3)-pti(3,3))ˆ2);
intpointa=IntsectPointsof3circles(x1,y1,z1,r1,x2,y2,z2,r2,x3,y3,z3,r3);
pa=intpointa(1,:);













% finding angular volumetric errors below
if j==1 % motion in x-dir
ptn(1)=pti(2,1)+dltx ; ptn(2)=pti(2,2) ; ptn(3)=pti(2,3); % nominal point 2
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(2)=ptn(2)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pb; unit_vector=[1,0,0]; % assign p1, p2, p3, and p4 for angleof2vector3D
p2(1)=p1(1); p3(1)=p1(1); p4(1)=p1(1) ; % project to x-plane
if i>1
epsilon_x_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_x_x(i-1);% epsilon x in x motion
else
epsilon_x_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon x in x motion
end
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,1,0];
p2(2)=p1(2); p3(2)=p1(2); p4(2)=p1(2) ;
if i>1
epsilon_y_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_y_x(i-1); % epsilon y in x motion
else
epsilon_y_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon y in x motion
end
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,0,1];
p2(3)=p1(3); p3(3)=p1(3); p4(3)=p1(3) ;
if i>1
epsilon_z_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_z_x(i-1); % epsilon z in x motion
else
epsilon_z_x(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon z in x motion
end
elseif j==2 % motion in y-dir
ptn(1)=pti(2,1) ; ptn(2)=pti(2,2)+dlty ; ptn(3)=pti(2,3);
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(2)=ptn(2)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pb; unit_vector=[1,0,0]; % assign p1, p2, p3, and p4 for angleof2vector3D
p2(1)=p1(1); p3(1)=p1(1); p4(1)=p1(1) ; % project to x-plane
if i>1
epsilon_x_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_x_y(i-1); % epsilon x in y motion
else
epsilon_x_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon x in y motion
end
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,1,0];
p2(2)=p1(2); p3(2)=p1(2); p4(2)=p1(2) ;
if i>1
epsilon_y_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_y_y(i-1); % epsilon y in y motion
else
epsilon_y_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon y in y motion
end
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,0,1];
p2(3)=p1(3); p3(3)=p1(3); p4(3)=p1(3) ;
if i>1
epsilon_z_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_z_y(i-1); % epsilon z in y motion
else
epsilon_z_y(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon z in y motion
end
else % motion in z-dir
ptn(1)=pti(2,1) ; ptn(2)=pti(2,2) ; ptn(3)=pti(2,3)+dltz ;
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(2)=ptn(2)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pb; unit_vector=[1,0,0]; % assign p1, p2, p3, and p4 for angleof2vector3D
p2(1)=p1(1); p3(1)=p1(1); p4(1)=p1(1) ; % project to x-plane
if i>1
epsilon_x_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_x_z(i-1); % epsilon x in z motion
else
epsilon_x_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon x in z motion
end
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p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,1,0];
p2(2)=p1(2); p3(2)=p1(2); p4(2)=p1(2) ;
if i>1
epsilon_y_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_y_z(i-1); % epsilon y in z motion
else
epsilon_y_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon y in z motion
end
p1=ptn ; p2=ptn; p2(1)=ptn(1)+trang_l; p3=pt(2,:); p4=pa; unit_vector=[0,0,1];
p2(3)=p1(3); p3(3)=p1(3); p4(3)=p1(3) ;
if i>1
epsilon_z_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector)+epsilon_z_z(i-1); % epsilon z in z motion
else
epsilon_z_z(i)=angleof2vector3D(p1,p2,p3,p4,unit_vector); % epsilon z in z motion
end
end
% set initial values
for k=1:3 ;
gravitypti(k)=gravitypt(k); % set initial gravity point of next step
end





pai(1)=pti(2,1)+trang_l; pai(2)=pti(2,2); pai(3)=pti(2,3); % initial pyramid point from point 2 in x direction : pai(k)
pbi(1)=pti(2,1); pbi(2)=pti(2,2)+trang_l; pbi(3)=pti(2,3); % in y: pbi(k)
pci(1)=pti(2,1); pci(2)=pti(2,2); pci(3)=pti(2,3)-trang_l; % in z: pci(k), k=1,2,3 ∼ x,y,z components.
end
fprintf(fp_out1,’%10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f\n’,delta_x_x(i), delta_y_x(i), delta_z_x(i), ...
delta_x_y(i), delta_y_y(i), delta_z_y(i), delta_x_z(i),delta_y_z(i), delta_z_z(i));
fprintf(fp_out2,’%10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f\n’,epsilon_x_x(i), epsilon_y_x(i), epsilon_z_x(i), ...




fprintf(fp_out3,’%10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f\n’,e_x_x(i), e_y_x(i), e_z_x(i), ...




The linear errors (output1.txt) are listed here.
<<<<<< Delta >>>>>>
δxx δyx δzx δxy δyy δzy δxz δyz δzz
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
0.00200 0.00300 0.00400 0.00500 –0.00300 –0.00200 –0.00800 –0.00500 0.01300
0.00800 –0.00700 0.00100 0.00500 –0.00100 0.00100 –0.01600 –0.01400 0.01100
0.00700 –0.00200 –0.00500 0.00300 0.00200 0.00500 –0.01300 –0.01800 0.00600
0.00900 –0.00400 –0.00700 –0.00200 –0.00100 0.00100 –0.01800 –0.01500 0.00900
0.01700 –0.00100 –0.01100 –0.00500 0.00100 0.00600 –0.01600 –0.01400 0.01200
0.02000 –0.00300 –0.01200 –0.01000 0.00200 0.01000 –0.01400 –0.00900 0.00800
0.01800 –0.00000 –0.01700 –0.00800 –0.00500 0.01300 –0.01700 –0.01100 0.01300
0.02300 –0.00200 –0.01400 –0.01000 –0.00800 0.01700 –0.01200 –0.01500 0.01400
0.02400 –0.00100 –0.01300 –0.00700 –0.00600 0.01800 –0.01600 –0.01900 0.01600
0.02500 –0.00300 –0.01000 –0.00600 –0.00800 0.01500 –0.01900 –0.02300 0.02100
0.03000 –0.00600 –0.01200 –0.00300 –0.01100 0.01800 –0.01800 –0.02400 0.02200
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0.03200 –0.00800 –0.00800 –0.00500 –0.01400 0.01900 –0.01500 –0.02600 0.02300
0.02700 –0.01300 –0.01300 –0.00900 –0.01700 0.01700 –0.01800 –0.03000 0.02100
0.02400 –0.01500 –0.01500 –0.01400 –0.01700 0.01700 –0.02300 –0.02900 0.02300
0.02900 –0.01300 –0.01500 –0.01500 –0.01200 0.02000 –0.02300 –0.02400 0.02300
0.02700 –0.00800 –0.01800 –0.01800 –0.00700 0.02000 –0.02000 –0.01900 0.02300
0.02900 –0.00300 –0.01800 –0.01800 –0.00500 0.01700 –0.01500 –0.02400 0.01800
The angular errors in radians (output2.txt) are listed below.
<<<<<< Epsilon in radians >>>>>>
εxx εyx εzx εxy εyy εzy εxz εyz εzz
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
0.00873 0.00698 0.00000 0.01222 –0.01047 0.00000 –0.00785 –0.01082 –0.00000
0.00873 0.00698 0.00000 0.00349 0.00524 0.00000 0.00436 –0.01606 –0.00000
0.02182 –0.00436 –0.00000 0.01012 0.01257 0.00000 0.00436 –0.01606 –0.00000
0.01099 –0.00768 0.00000 0.01518 0.01815 0.00000 –0.00611 –0.00925 –0.00000
0.01309 –0.01239 0.00000 0.00925 0.02618 0.00000 –0.01396 –0.00750 –0.00000
0.00628 –0.01030 0.00000 0.01257 0.02339 0.00000 –0.01850 –0.00087 –0.00000
0.00192 –0.01449 0.00000 0.01833 0.03072 0.00000 –0.02112 0.00209 –0.00000
0.00576 –0.01257 –0.00000 0.02513 0.02705 0.00000 –0.01396 –0.00332 –0.00000
0.00122 –0.01030 0.00000 0.01955 0.02147 0.00000 –0.00820 0.00052 –0.00000
0.00523 –0.01431 0.00000 0.02618 0.01292 0.00000 –0.00628 0.00419 –0.00000
0.01274 –0.00832 –0.00000 0.03351 0.00855 0.00000 0.00087 –0.00227 –0.00000
0.01780 –0.01024 –0.00000 0.03787 0.01065 0.00000 0.00297 –0.00175 –0.00000
0.02024 –0.01199 –0.00000 0.03822 0.01152 0.00000 0.00367 –0.00279 –0.00000
0.01798 –0.00937 –0.00000 0.03875 0.01239 0.00000 0.00890 –0.00070 –0.00000
0.01955 –0.01251 –0.00000 0.04363 0.00768 0.00000 0.01152 –0.00611 –0.00000
0.01955 –0.01566 –0.00000 0.04189 0.00803 0.00000 0.01414 –0.00384 –0.00000
0.02321 –0.01007 –0.00000 0.04695 0.00698 0.00000 0.01606 –0.00593 –0.00000
The angular errors in degrees (output3.txt) are listed in the following.
<<<<<< Epsilon in degrees >>>>>>
εxx εyx εzx εxy εyy εzy εxz εyz εzz
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
0.49999 0.40000 0.00000 0.69996 –0.60001 0.00001 –0.44998 –0.61999 –0.00001
0.49999 0.40000 0.00000 0.20003 0.29999 0.00001 0.25001 –0.91999 –0.00001
1.24994 –0.25000 –0.00000 0.58001 0.72000 0.00001 0.25001 –0.91999 –0.00001
0.62995 –0.44001 0.00000 0.87001 1.03999 0.00001 –0.34998 –0.52999 –0.00001
0.74994 –0.71001 0.00001 0.53002 1.49999 0.00001 –0.79997 –0.42999 –0.00001
0.35994 –0.59001 0.00001 0.72002 1.33999 0.00000 –1.05997 –0.04999 –0.00001
0.10994 –0.83000 0.00001 1.05002 1.75998 0.00001 –1.20997 0.12001 –0.00001
0.32993 –0.71998 –0.00000 1.44002 1.54997 0.00002 –0.79998 –0.18999 –0.00001
0.06993 –0.58999 0.00000 1.12002 1.22998 0.00002 –0.46997 0.03001 –0.00002
0.29993 –0.81999 0.00000 1.50000 0.73998 0.00002 –0.35996 0.24000 –0.00001
0.72992 –0.47698 –0.00001 1.92000 0.48998 0.00002 0.05003 –0.12999 –0.00002
1.01992 –0.58698 –0.00001 2.17000 0.60997 0.00002 0.17002 –0.10000 –0.00001
1.15992 –0.68697 –0.00002 2.19000 0.65997 0.00003 0.21002 –0.16000 –0.00001
1.02992 –0.53697 –0.00002 2.22000 0.70997 0.00003 0.51002 –0.04000 –0.00001
1.11993 –0.71698 –0.00002 2.49999 0.43998 0.00003 0.66002 –0.35000 –0.00001
1.11993 –0.89697 –0.00002 2.39999 0.45998 0.00003 0.81002 –0.22000 –0.00001
1.32992 –0.57697 –0.00002 2.68999 0.39997 0.00003 0.92002 –0.34000 –0.00001
